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11--1: Registering & Installing1: Registering & Installing

�� To register Signcut, To register Signcut, 

refer to the Signcut refer to the Signcut 

registration sheet registration sheet 

attached to your attached to your 

invoice.invoice.

�� This page is printed This page is printed 

in black and white in black and white 

on colored paper on colored paper 

which is attached which is attached 

to the invoice.to the invoice.



11--2: Registering and Installing2: Registering and Installing

�� Once registered, a screen pops up with a download link and the lOnce registered, a screen pops up with a download link and the license icense 
number. For future reference, be sure to save this entire page anumber. For future reference, be sure to save this entire page and print nd print 
it for reference. it for reference. 

–– If Signcut needs to be downloaded again in the future, this can If Signcut needs to be downloaded again in the future, this can be done by be done by 
following this link:following this link:
�� http://www.signcutpro.com/files/scpro.exehttp://www.signcutpro.com/files/scpro.exe

�� This application requires the internet to run.This application requires the internet to run.

�� This installation will ask if you want to download and install IThis installation will ask if you want to download and install Inkscapenkscape. . 
It is suggested that you do, as Signcut is only a cutting prograIt is suggested that you do, as Signcut is only a cutting program, and m, and 
Inkscape will allow you to design graphics.Inkscape will allow you to design graphics.

�� ““pcpc”” is a part of the license number. Be sure to include it when copis a part of the license number. Be sure to include it when copying ying 
the license over to Signcut.the license over to Signcut.

�� CutterPros CutterPros does notdoes not keep copies of license information. keep copies of license information. 

�� For a detailed description of Signcut features, refer to the SigFor a detailed description of Signcut features, refer to the Signcut help ncut help 
menu. menu. 



22--1: Basic Features & Layout1: Basic Features & Layout

�� When you first open Signcut, it will look like this:When you first open Signcut, it will look like this:



22--2: Basic Features & Layout2: Basic Features & Layout



22--3: Basic Features & Layout3: Basic Features & Layout



33--1: Finding License Key1: Finding License Key

�� To find the Signcut To find the Signcut 
license key, click on license key, click on 
Help menu at the top Help menu at the top 
of the page. of the page. 

�� If the key needs to be If the key needs to be 
changed, click changed, click 
‘‘Change LicenseChange License’’..

�� If you are looking for If you are looking for 
the expiration date, the expiration date, 
click click ‘‘About SigncutAbout Signcut’’..



44--1: Finding Tutorials1: Finding Tutorials

�� To find additional To find additional 

information on a information on a 

particular feature particular feature 

in Signcut, click in Signcut, click 

the Help menu the Help menu 

and select and select ‘‘HelpHelp’’..



55--1: Unit of Measurement1: Unit of Measurement

�� SigncutSigncut’’s default s default 

unit of unit of 

measurement is measurement is 

millimeters. To millimeters. To 

change this, just change this, just 

click on the unit of click on the unit of 

measurement measurement 

button.button.



66--1: Cutter Setup1: Cutter Setup

�� To check the cutter setup information, To check the cutter setup information, 

click the click the ‘‘CutterCutter’’ button.button.



66--2: Cutter Setup2: Cutter Setup

�� If for some reason, the cutter is not receiving If for some reason, the cutter is not receiving 
information but Signcut is showing that it went information but Signcut is showing that it went 
through, verifying the cutter setup is vital. through, verifying the cutter setup is vital. 

�� Be sure to check your cutterBe sure to check your cutter’’s Output Device is s Output Device is 
correct. For the CR730 and CR1300, the output correct. For the CR730 and CR1300, the output 
device is device is ‘‘Creation USBCreation USB’’. For the CR630 and . For the CR630 and 
CR1200, the output device is CR1200, the output device is ‘‘USB Serial Port USB Serial Port 
COM#COM#’’..

�� No other Output Device will work for these No other Output Device will work for these 
cutters outside the ones listed here.cutters outside the ones listed here.



66--3: Cutter Setup3: Cutter Setup

�� Below is the correct setup information for Below is the correct setup information for 

the CR730. The CR1300 information looks the CR730. The CR1300 information looks 

the same except the cutter will read the same except the cutter will read ““PCutPCut

CR1300CR1300””..



66--4: Cutter Setup4: Cutter Setup

�� Below is the correct setup information for Below is the correct setup information for 

the CR630. The CR1200 information looks the CR630. The CR1200 information looks 

the same except the cutter will read the same except the cutter will read ““PCutPCut

CR1200CR1200””..



77--11: X/Y Layout: X/Y Layout

�� The X/Y Axis is part of every measurement in the Signcut The X/Y Axis is part of every measurement in the Signcut 
program.program.

�� The images on the screen are based on this same system, with The images on the screen are based on this same system, with 
top to bottom being the Y axis, and left to right being the Xtop to bottom being the Y axis, and left to right being the X--axis. axis. 

�� As you can see on the right side of this image, the YAs you can see on the right side of this image, the Y--axis is the axis is the 
width of the vinyl, and the Xwidth of the vinyl, and the X--axis is the length.axis is the length.

�� Be sure to check your axes before cutting to ensure you are usinBe sure to check your axes before cutting to ensure you are using g 
the optimum amount of space on your vinyl. the optimum amount of space on your vinyl. 



88--1: Image Size1: Image Size

�� To change the size of an To change the size of an 
image, simply change image, simply change 
the numbers in the the numbers in the 
height or width text height or width text 
box, then click box, then click ‘‘EnterEnter’’
on your keyboard.on your keyboard.

�� Height is the top box, Height is the top box, 
width is the bottom width is the bottom 
box.box.

�� Click the Click the ‘‘ImageImage’’ button button 
to change both width to change both width 
and height by and height by 
uncheckingunchecking
‘‘ProportionalProportional’’. . 



99--1: Vinyl Size1: Vinyl Size

�� Adjusting the vinyl size is useful when cutting multiple copies Adjusting the vinyl size is useful when cutting multiple copies of of 
an image, or when tiling a very large image. an image, or when tiling a very large image. 

�� The top box is the width of the vinyl, and the bottom is the The top box is the width of the vinyl, and the bottom is the 
length. length. 

�� It is recommended that when inputting the width of the vinyl, toIt is recommended that when inputting the width of the vinyl, to
subtract one half of an inch from the actual width to ensure thesubtract one half of an inch from the actual width to ensure the
blade does not cut over the edge of the paper.blade does not cut over the edge of the paper.

�� To change these numbers, simply double click on the number you To change these numbers, simply double click on the number you 
wish to change, type in your new number, and hit wish to change, type in your new number, and hit ‘‘EnterEnter’’ on your on your 
keyboard.  keyboard.  



1010--1: Layering Tools1: Layering Tools

�� To add registration marks for layering To add registration marks for layering 

multimulti--color images, click the red diamond color images, click the red diamond 

tool on the bottom toolbar in Signcut. tool on the bottom toolbar in Signcut. 



1010--2: Layering Tools2: Layering Tools

�� Select the side you would like to layer from and click along theSelect the side you would like to layer from and click along the
edge of the image. This will create triangles along the edge of edge of the image. This will create triangles along the edge of the the 
image. image. 

�� If you do not wish to place the registration marks along the edgIf you do not wish to place the registration marks along the edge, e, 
it will create red diamonds wherever you click. it will create red diamonds wherever you click. 

�� It is recommended that these marks are not added on top of the It is recommended that these marks are not added on top of the 
image or it will cut extra marks on the image itself. image or it will cut extra marks on the image itself. 



1010--3: Layering Tools3: Layering Tools

�� Once the registration marks are added to Once the registration marks are added to 
the image, specific colors can be selected the image, specific colors can be selected 
on the right side toolbar. on the right side toolbar. 

�� Layering can be done with single color Layering can be done with single color 
images also. images also. 

�� Just create the registration marks and cut Just create the registration marks and cut 
the full image on each color of vinyl you the full image on each color of vinyl you 
wish to use, then lay them together. wish to use, then lay them together. 



1010--4: Layering Tools4: Layering Tools

�� Every color on an image Every color on an image 
shows up on the right side shows up on the right side 
bar.bar.

�� To view a particular color To view a particular color 
alone, click the color on the alone, click the color on the 
right side. right side. 

�� To view multiple colors, To view multiple colors, 
click each color separately click each color separately 
while holding down the while holding down the 
CTRL key. CTRL key. 



1010--5: Layering Tools5: Layering Tools



1010--6: Layering Tools6: Layering Tools



1111--1: Tiling1: Tiling

�� Tiling is a feature provided for cutting images larger than Tiling is a feature provided for cutting images larger than 
the vinyl area.the vinyl area.

�� It separates an image into cutIt separates an image into cut--able sections so the user is able sections so the user is 
able to cut an image as large as they want.able to cut an image as large as they want.

�� If a section has a red If a section has a red ‘‘XX’’ in it, it will not cut.in it, it will not cut.



1212--1: Cut Out Screen1: Cut Out Screen

�� Copies Copies –– 11stst Text BoxText Box
�� Shows how many copies of an Shows how many copies of an 

image can be made in one row of image can be made in one row of 
vinyl along the width (Yvinyl along the width (Y--Axis).Axis).

�� Copies Copies –– 22ndnd Text BoxText Box
�� Shows how many copies of an Shows how many copies of an 

image are set to cut.image are set to cut.

�� Distance between copiesDistance between copies
�� Amount of space between cuts. Amount of space between cuts. 

.0787.0787”” is wide enough to stick a is wide enough to stick a 
pair of scissors through and not pair of scissors through and not 
much more.much more.

�� Stack Copies/TilesStack Copies/Tiles
�� Cuts as many tiles as it can on the Cuts as many tiles as it can on the 

same row of vinyl. same row of vinyl. 

�� Use Weeding FrameUse Weeding Frame
�� Cuts a rectangular box out around Cuts a rectangular box out around 

the image. the image. 



The EndThe End
Please review our tutorials for more information on particular Please review our tutorials for more information on particular 

features.features.

http://http://www.cutterpros.comwww.cutterpros.com/downloads/downloads for further information. for further information. 
To speak with a technician, submit a ticket at To speak with a technician, submit a ticket at 

http://http://www.cutterpros.comwww.cutterpros.com/support//support/ or call 888or call 888--828828--8776 x2278776 x227

CutterPros.comCutterPros.com/Hahn Ventures LLC/Hahn Ventures LLC is NOT liable for any software/attachments/instructions/downloadis NOT liable for any software/attachments/instructions/download
links/content contained in this presentation. Use the contents olinks/content contained in this presentation. Use the contents of this presentation AT YOUR OWN RISK. f this presentation AT YOUR OWN RISK. 
CutterPros.comCutterPros.com/Hahn Ventures LLC/Hahn Ventures LLC is NOT responsible for any damages incurred to your computer is NOT responsible for any damages incurred to your computer 
hardware/software or any possible viruses/Trojans/malware or anyhardware/software or any possible viruses/Trojans/malware or any other type of damaging programs that other type of damaging programs that 
may be contained in the links and/or attachments. It is your resmay be contained in the links and/or attachments. It is your responsibility to verify the contents before ponsibility to verify the contents before 
using any of the information contained in this presentation. By using any of the information contained in this presentation. By using the contents in this email you agree using the contents in this email you agree 
to hold to hold CutterPros.comCutterPros.com/Hahn Ventures LLC/Hahn Ventures LLC harmless of all liability and damages. You harmless of all liability and damages. You agree that you are agree that you are 
totally responsible for what you put on your computer, software totally responsible for what you put on your computer, software you install on your computer and you install on your computer and files you files you 
download to your computer.download to your computer.


